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Council Chatter: 
We hope that the summer has not been too hot for you and your breeding budgies and that you 
have managed to raise some excellent chicks this season. It has been a busy time, again, for the 
Council with the following important aspects of our behind the scenes work worthy of note: 

 The finalisation of a new and more equitable Patronage scheme for every Club in New Zea-
land. This material should have been sent to Clubs late in 2014, and we hope that the chang-
es will make it worthwhile for every BSNZ member to enter their birds into their local Shows 
with these changes in Patronage that reflect our commitment to every member. 

 The completion of a budgie breeders only “BSNZ Year Booklet” which contains the most up 
to date and accurate information that we have for each member, for the classes for 2015 
(see also p3 of this Bulletin) Show season, for the Society Judges and for the Standards and 
Disqualification  sections of the Year Book. 

 The uploading to the website of the full Standards for all varieties . We plan to include imag-
es of the various varieties as time goes on so if you have images of one or two of the varie-
ties please contact our Webmaster, Steve Macher, for ideas on how to take these photo-
graphs so that they best demonstrate the variety as it exists, here in New Zealand. 

 The mailing, to each Club, of our BSNZ Year Booklet so that Clubs have an updated and accu-
rate version of the Budgerigar Classes prior to the season commencing so that changes can 
be made to the Show computer programmes  and, therefore, the Show Schedules. 

 A revamp of the guidelines around the planning process and the execution of the Patronage 
Show BSNZ Auction. More details on this will be forthcoming. 
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PATRONAGE SHOW  

The BSNZ Council is working with the 

Dunedin Club, this year, to bring you 

an excellent Patronage Show for 

2015. Details about the BSNZ Auc-

tion will be released in the March 

edition of the e-Budgie as well as the 

final judging line up. We sincerely 

look forward to working with the 

Dunedin Club and breeders from all 

over the South Island to make this 

an excellent event in the 2015 Show 

Calendar. 

CHANGES FOR 2015 SHOWS 
Elsewhere in the Bulletin we have 

highlighted the significant changes 

that will impact our members from 

the Remits passed at the 2014 BSNZ 

AGM and 2014 Federation of Bird 

Clubs AGM. We hope that you will 

work through these explanations 

and be ready for the Class changes 

and the Young Bird BBE rules for 

Novices changes well before the 

Show season is upon us. If you have 

any questions please contact a 

member of your Council directly so 

that you have accurate information. 
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President’s Report: 

Three forms of Crested budgerigars 

are recognised in our Varieties 

Standard, although they have never 

been seen on the NZ show scene - 

TUFTED, HALF CIRCULAR and 

FULL CIRCULAR and their ideal 

forms are as illustrated in the Year 

Book. In every case, crests should be 

large in size and complete in feather-

ing so that they are prominent fea-

tures of outline. Except for this addi-

tional feature of outline, the stand-

ard for Crested is as for the variety 

and colour involved.  

+ TUFTED: Should be an upright 

crest of feathers up to 8mm high 

rising just above the cere.  

+ HALF CIRCULAR: Should be a half 

circle of feathers radiating from the 

centre of the head, falling or raised 

in a fringe above the cere.   
+ FULL CIRCULAR: Should be a flat 

round crest with feathers radiating 

from the centre of the head.  

The Standard notes that no form of 

Crest shall be dominant over the 

other on the show bench. While the 

three types of crests are recognised, 

the symmetry and placement are 

para-

mount so 

as not to 

destroy 

the over-

all out-

line of 

the bird.  

Welcome everyone to our first Bulletin for 2015. I 

hope that everyone has had a safe and enjoyable 

holiday and have some top quality babies in your 

aviary. We have had a great season so far and our 

latest rounds of birds are all sitting on full nests of 

fertile eggs.  

We start the year with the bad news that the new 

Year Book has failed to reflect quite a  range of 

changes to the rules, membership status, judges 

and classes many of which were voted for by you 

the members. We have been organising, with the 

help of the Federation, to get you a corrected sec-

tion for the budgerigars, in the form of a “BSNZ 

Year Booklet”. The Federation will be sending you a 

sticker to replace page 204 of the Year Book and 

we will be sending you a complete handbook.  The 

sticker will be sent to you via your Clubs and will 

need to be placed right over the Classes section of 

the Year Book., on p204. The process for producing 

the Year Book with the Federation is very time 

consuming and unwieldy and then for the finished 

product to contain fundamental errors is very frus-

trating. The process needs to be streamlined so 

that the information sent in for publication is what 

is published. 

It is with much regret that the Council of the BSNZ 

records the resignation of the elected Vice-

President , Darryl Cleland, which was received on 

29 November 2014. Council would like to formally 

thank Darryl for his excellent service to the Council 

and to the affairs of the BSNZ over these past many 

years. His excellent contribution to the Society as 

our auctioneer is especially worthy of note and will 

be sorely missed by all members.  Mike Fuller has 

been appointed to the role of Vice-President until 

the 2105 AGM in Dunedin. 

That’s enough of the bad news and now we can 

start to look forward to the next show season with 

its changes to the classes. 

With the Spangle classes, we have now put all of 

the marked varieties of spangles into the same 

class and separated the double factors. While this 

means that opalines and normals will now be 

shown in the same class, the judges will still have to 

determine the markings that a bird exhibits and so 

judge it according to the quality of those markings 

and the style of the bird, as it is a marked variety, 

and so has more points allocated towards quality 

of markings than other varieties. Remember both 

normals and opalines can have black wing mark-

ings, only it is harder to achieve with opalines. 

Distinguishing between normal and opaline is a 

simple process, as when you look at the wing 

coverlets a normal bird will have either a white or 

yellow boundary to the feather, whereas an opal-

ine will have a boundary colour that matches the 

birds body colour. This is the same for all of your 

birds not just spangles. 

The major change for this new show season is the 

change from showing CYCR birds to now showing 

YOUNG BIRDS. The YOUNG BIRD classes are open 

to all owner bred and rung birds from the last two 

(2) ring issue years (for this year it will mean both 

black and red rings, so 2013 and 2014 birds).  

The CHAMPION ADULT BIRD classes will now be 

open to all other birds, including birds that you 

have purchased from other breeders. 

The new rules mean that NOVICE EXHIBITORS are 

only able to show OWNER BRED and RUNG birds 

in ALL classes both ADULT and YOUNG BIRD. This 

prohibits Novices from showing un-rung birds and 

birds they have bought in any class. 

I hope that this does not disadvantage too many 

of our new novice members but this rule change 

has come about as a result of complaints from 

Novice members about members exhibiting 

bought in birds bred by top champion breeders 

and so gaining an unfair advantage on the show 

bench. The folly of doing this is that they end up 

being forced to move up to champion status very 

quickly before they have learned how to breed 

top show birds. I feel that with our own birds it 

took at least 10 years to fully understand what we 

were doing when we started with the English 

birds and, in general looking at the birds on the 

bench, it is only in the last 5 to 10 years that they 

have started to improve on the stock that was 

imported. So for all of our novice exhibitors, enjoy 

your time as a novice and use it as a valuable 

learning experience before you move up to cham-

pion as once you show as a champion you cannot 

go back to novice. 

That is all for now and I look forward to seeing 

many of you in the coming show season and com-

paring our progress in the hobby. 

 

 

Our President, Tony Grinter, provides valuable information 
on the most important rule changes and the impact of the 
spangle class changes on correctly classifying your own 
spangles this Show season, as well as on the rule changes 
around Young Birds and Bred By Exhibitor rules for all   
Novices starting this Show season. 

Thanks to Geoff Callister for 

sharing these overseas images. 

  A Peep at a Rare  Variety: 

Crested 
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Show Classes Update for 2015: 

THE ART OF   JANE E. ADAM 

                               Is now based in NEW ZEALAND. 

Offering High Quality Original ART of Sculptures &  Paintings                                                                                                                                                                

                     

                         

                                 For Information & Current Prices please contact: 

                                                      jane-adam@hotmail.com.au 

 

Current Standard, 2003 

mailto:jane-adam@hotmail.com.au
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Six New Zealand Breeders Share their Wisdom: 

Champion Breeders: 

Kevin Rickerby: Southland Bird Club 

Murray Lloyd: Christchurch Club 

Vince Huston: Auckland Met. Club 

 

Novice Breeders: 

Allister Garrett: Piako Bird Club 

Rowan Swain: Levin Bird Club 

Carol Hughes: Palmerston North Club 

The importance of excellent feeding re-
gimes, to maintain healthy individuals and 
healthy  studs, should not be underesti-
mated and this month we have contacted 
breeders from across the country and 
asked them to share their special feeding 
regimes with our members so that you 
can, perhaps, tweak what you do with your 
own birds, and thus perhaps improve flock 
health and individual stamina. 

Kevin Rickerby has been a Champion breed-

er for almost 40 years and during that time has 
held almost very position in the Southland Club, 
except Secretary. He joined the Southland Bird 
Club in November 1965 and he has also served 
the hobby as an elected member of the BSNZ 
Council and has been a BSNZ judge since way 
back in the 1970s when the hobby was very 
strong and demand for judges high. 

 Kevin’s feed regime is based around Topflite 
seed.   

* He mixes one 20kg bag of canary seed and 
one of budgie mix and the birds have constant 
access to this basic mix.  

* Throughout the year his birds have access to 
dried oats, while in the breeding season he 
adds  sprouted oats to their diet. He does this 
by soaking the oats, and then leaving the oats 
for two days until the shoots are sprouting. 

* A mixture of grated carrot, sliced silver-beet, 
grated beetroot and chickweed is bound to-
gether with a product called Chick Crumble, 
which is 19% protein, and this mix is presented 
to all birds well before the breeding season to 
ensure the birds are in peak condition for 
breeding. This mix is maintained right on 
through the breeding period. 

* Oyster shell grit is always available and cuttle-
fish is offered periodically. 

Kevin feeds his birds three times a day — at 
8am, lunchtime and again at 5pm. Because he 
lives in Southland he has his lights on timer to 
come on at 6am so that the birds have a longer 
daylight period. 

Murray Lloyd, as most of you will certainly 

recall is our current National Champion. He is a 
member of the Christchurch Bird Club and a 
relative newcomer to the role of Champion 
breeder.  So far this season he has produced 80 
chicks from 16 pairs and, because he does not 
always have a lot of time during the work week 
to spend on his birds, his feeding regime is of 
necessity based on a healthy but speedy plan!  

So Murray’s feeding regime looks a lot like this: 

Murray makes up a “Treated Canary Seed Mix” 
which is fed in a container on its own and is 
constantly available to his birds. This mix is 
created as follows: 

 1 cup of canary seed is placed in a 2L ice 
cream container and then approx. 3 des-
sertspoons of Pala Mountains Pigeon Ex-
press is squirted onto the seed. This is then 
covered with a second cup of canary seed. 
After leaving for 12 hours the seed is 
mixed with a spoon so that the seed is all 
coated with the Pigeon Express. After leav-
ing for another 12 hours so that the Pigeon 
Express soaks into the seed, this seed is 
then fed to the birds at a rate of 2 cups of 
untreated canary seed to 1 cup of treated 
seed. 

 Piminix is fed to all breeding birds in a 
finger drawer. *Piminix is a blend of miner-
als based on an American formulation 
arrived at after months of research into 
the best possible combination of minerals 
for optimum growth and health in pigeons. 
The developers claim that Piminix im-
proves hatchability, provides the minerals 
essential for bone growth and eggshell 
formation, aids feathering, and imparts a 
healthy bloom to birds+ 

 All birds are fed vegetables and fruit, fresh 
and in season: The following are the vege-
tables that Murray focuses on: sweetcorn, 
silverbeet, beetroot, celery, spinach, car-
rot, apple and chick weed when available. 

 When the birds have chicks they eat lots of 
silverbeet and are fed soaked oats at this 
time as well. 

 From time to time Murray also feeds 
sprouted oats and mung beans. 

 Fresh, clean water is always available 

 Weaning chicks are fed lots of millet 
sprays , soaked oats and silverbeet. 

 

This month we have asked three Champion and three Novice breeders from 

across the country to share their feeding regimes with the BSNZ membership 

Special Thanks To The    

Following Breeders Who 

So Willingly Shared Their 

Knowledge and Wisdom: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continued on . . . p5 
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Feeding Regimes Continued. . .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Allister Garrett and Mandy Goldstein 
are the first of our Novice breeders to share 

their feeding regime secrets with the BSNZ 

membership. This partnership has been 

breeding budgies for approximately seven 

years. They are based at Te Aroha on a dairy 

Farm on the hills. Allister and Mandy, in the 

past, have only exhibited at Piako and Huntly, 

but last season they exhibited at five shows 

and are hoping to go to nine shows this 2015 

season. Last season, they won Best Novice at 

Rotorua and Whakatane, and Best CYCR Nov-

ice at Piako and Te Awamutu. They are mem-

bers of the Piako Club and their breeding 

stock consists of Spangles, Dominant Pieds, 

Recessive Pieds, Normals, Lutinos, Albinos 

and Clearbodies. 

“We usually start with 25 pairs and            

select healthy birds in good breeding condi-

tion.  

 Fresh Tui budgie mix is offered twice a 

day.  

 We also feed fresh greens, silver beet, 

dandelion or whatever is available grow-

ing around the house. This is offered 

daily. 

 Fresh water and millet sprays are given 

in the evening, so the parents can fill up 

the chicks before bedtime. 

Good lighting is important as our bird room is 

quite dark. We have a double fluro-tube 

and it is on until around 9pm, and this seems 

to be very beneficial. We have had a 

I continued to feed a small amount of soaked 
seed with the corn and peas. For greens I 
feed, as and when available from the garden, 
silver-beet, parsley, mint, fresh corn cobs and 
marigold flowers.    

Improved Breeding Results for the 2014 Sea-
son:   Under my past feed method I was feed-
ing soft food based on the Alan Gamble for-
mula. I found this to be expensive and time 
consuming and I felt the result was 80% effort 
for less than a 20% result. I am now getting 
nests of 5 and 6 fertile eggs and healthy 
chicks. 

The improved breeding result, in my opinion, 

is a direct result of the new feeding method 

and, from a time and management point of 

view, I have reversed the result to a 20% effort 

for an 80% outcome. 

 

Vince Huston is our third and final  Champi-

on breeder to share the way in which he feeds 
his birds to ensure optimum health and success 
on the show bench. Vince is a very active con-
tributor to his local Auckland Met. Bird Club 
and a current elected member of the BSNZ 
Council: 

A Different Approach to Feeding 

 by Vince Huston  

At Easter of 2014 I visited a budgie breeder in 
Auckland that had nests full of chicks. Coming 
off two seasons of low fertility and low num-
bers of chicks bred,  I was looking for a way to 
improve on my poor breeding  results. What I 
noticed in this breeder’s bird room, besides the 
nests full of chicks, was the noise, the activity of 
the cock birds AND the only food being offered 
was Harrisons pellets and Topflite soaked 
seeds. On returning home I started researching 
Harrisons and another pellet product, Roudy-
bush, and from this I developed the following 
new feeding regime. Immediately, I com-
menced on a completely different method of 
feeding made up of these four ingredients:  

 25% Topflite budgie mix; 25% Roudybush 
crumble; 25% Harrisons pellets; 25% 
Soaked seed with added corn and peas 
(equal parts of whole oats, wheat  and 
barley). The seeds are soaked for 48 hours 
with a small amount of apple cider       
vinegar. 

This was my standard feed mix over the winter 
of 2014. Once the birds were put into the 
breeding cages I increased the Harrisons and 
Roudybush to about 75% and reduced the 
Topflite budgie seed mix back to about 25%. 

Soaked Seeds (whole oats, wheat 

& barley) with corn & peas   
Roudybush on the left , Harrisons 

on the right   

A nest full of  blues ready to    

fledge, raised on the                                                       

new  regime. 

Four healthy chicks raised on the 

pellet feeding regime. 

Continued on p 6 
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Feeding Regimes Continued. . .  
better crop of babies this year. 

All the birds are wormed prior to breeding and 

every three months to keep on top of 

parasites. We use a combination of Avitrol and 

Anthel alternately, given in the water. 

This is effective for controlling parasites while in 

the breeding units. When the chicks fledge, 

they are moved outside and dosed directly in 

the beak with Avitrol to ensure each one gets 

the correct dose. About a month before the 

first Show, the birds will be sprayed for scale, 

using Ivomec, then they are ready for selection.” 

Rowan Swain is a breeder of mainly lutino 

and albino birds and is a Novice breeder from 

the Levin Bird Club in the lower North Island. 

Rowan is not an active exhibitor but breeds 

some of the finest inos in New Zealand.  

The Swain Diet— Rowan Swain 

I tend to maintain the same feeding regime 
throughout the year, increasing portions and 
‘power food’ additives in the lead up to, and 
during the breeding season. 

Overall combinations: 

Canary Seed: 80 percent — mixed with 
Palamountain pigeon express and Hormova for 
24—48 hours before feeding (throughout year)
Mixed Millets:  15 percent; Groats:  5 percent. 

Soaked Oats:  Fed twice weekly in flights. Daily 
in breeding season when chicks hatch. 

Sprouted seed mix (Top Flite): Fed twice week-
ly during breeding season. 

Millet Sprays: Fed 2 x weekly in breeding sea-
son when chicks hatch. 

Softfood: Macher mix is fed twice weekly and 
increased  to daily during breeding season. 

Silverbeet  and Carrot: Daily throughout the 
year 

Corn: 2 cobs per flight per week March through 
July. Occasionally in breeding cages during 
breeding season 

Beetroot: Occasionally in flights as a block. 

Wholemeal bread: Soaked with light milk and 
fed as small cubes 1-2 times per week during 
breeding. Uneaten removed daily. 

Water additives: I use Dr Rob Marshall 
Dufoplus (Multi vitamin) and Ioford (Iodine) 
combined. Given fresh every day during 
breeding season. In non-breeding season; 
given 2 days separately each per week and 
3 days of plain water. Recently started using 
Tracemol as a multi vitamin.  

Grit, Cuttlefish and Iodine blocks continu-
ously and sea sand during autumn and win-
ter. 

Eucalyptus branches and leaves in non 
breeding season. Sometimes willow branch-
es. 

Driftwood for hens to destroy, soaked in 
salt water from the local beach.  

The Macher Softfood mix is an adaptation 
of the Fuller Gamble mix: 

Dry Food Mix: 

1. 400g chicken starter pellets  

2. 100g wheat germ 

3. 100g crushed arrowroot biscuits               
(whizzed)  

4.      50g kelp powder 

5.      100g dry lorikeet hand rearing powder 

         (Repeat mix to make a supply) 

 Full recipe 

1250g dry mix (as in the above recipe)   

600g oats 

50g whey protein powder   

200g crushed linseed 

200g kibbled maize 

Mix together above ingredients then add: 

1 squirt pigeon express  

1 x broccoli (whizzed) 

1x spinach (bunch / whizzed)   

1x parsley (bunch/ whizzed) 

5x carrots (whizzed)   

4x beetroot (whizzed)   

1 x red pepper (optional / whizzed)  

2 x stalks celery (optional / whizzed) 

DO NOT over-whizz any of the vegetables, 
as this makes them too wet. 

Carol Hughes and Ian Silk are another of 

our Novice partnerships,  this time based out 
of the Palmerston North Club. Carol and Ian 
have recently completed a major building 
project and have established a superb aviary 
set-up for their stud. The following infor-
mation has been shared with the member-
ship for your interest: 

Twelve Month Feeding Regime 

Non breeding season:  

Budgie Boost Mix with added rape & linseed 
soaked in Paramount Pigeon Express 

Hulled Oats 

Grit, cuttlefish, iodine blocks 

Chick Crumble 

Millet Sprays 

Silverbeet 

Prior to breeding season: 

As above plus:  

Introduce soft food made up of: 

Masterpet Soft Food 

Egg Powder 

Wheatgerm or rolled oats 

Karicare Baby Milk Powder 

Protein Powder (bodybuilders) 

Carrot 

Broccoli 

All put in whizz & frozen in individual contain-
ers. 

Breeding season: 

As above but seed soaked in Vetafarm Breed-
ers Aid 

Water 

Non breeding: 

Water with either Megamix water cleanser or 
apple cider vinegar  

Vetafarm Calcivet 3 days per month. 

Prior to Breeding Season: 

Water as above but added Soluvet D3 twice a 
week  

Breeding season: 

As above but calcivet added to Soluvet D3 
twice a week plus probiotic. 
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Reproductive Disease in Female Birds - 

Our Resident Veterinarian  Column 

Excessive or Chronic Egg Laying 

Chronic egg laying is usually noticed by the 
owner when a hen lays multiple clutches re-
gardless or the normal breeding season and 
absence of a mate.  It is more commonly seen 
in lovebirds, finches and cockatiels, however, it 
may be seen in any species of bird.  Chronic egg 
laying predisposes birds to egg binding, yolk 
peritonitis, hypocalcemia (low levels of calcium 
in the body) and osteoporosis. Your veterinari-
an should do a physical examination and rou-
tine blood diagnostic testing.  

Causes  

+ Long day length  

+ Heredity  

+ Imprinting on humans  

+ The presence of actual or perceived mates   
(humans, furniture, toys or other birds)  

+ Possible genetic predisposition  

Treatment and Management 

Husbandry management can help treat chronic 
egg laying. In addition to husbandry changes, 
hormonal treatments can be useful in limiting 
chronic egg laying. Surgical de-sexing may be 
necessary if drug therapy and husbandry chang-
es are not successful.  

Egg Binding 

Egg binding can occur in any bird species, alt-
hough it is most commonly seen in budgerigars, 
cockatiels, finches and backyard poultry. Egg 
binding occurs when the egg does not pass 
through the oviduct within a normal time peri-
od. Most birds will lay eggs at intervals greater 
than 24 hours and in budgies the cycle is every 
second day. 

Causes  

+ Stress 

+ Obesity  

+ Malnutri-
tion and vita-
min deficien-
cies 

+ Tears, damage or infection of the oviduct 

+ Lack of exercise 

+ Muscle dysfunction from chronic egg laying 

+ Malformed or largely sized eggs 

+ Concurrent illness 

+ Genetic predisposition 

Signs and Symptoms 

Affected birds may be lethargic and lose their 
appetite, show abdominal straining, a wide 
stance and/or tail wagging. The bird may re-
main fluffed or collapsed at the bottom of the 
cage. Leg lameness or paresis may be noted if 
the egg is pressing on nerves. Droppings may 
also appear large and wet.  

Treatment and Management 

The earlier your bird is seen by a veterinarian 
the better the prognosis. Firstly, a physical 
examination will be performed. Eggs may be 
felt on abdominal palpation, but an ab-
dominal radiograph or ultrasound may be 
required for diagnosis. A heated hospital cage 
with adequate humidity should be provided. 
Additionally, injections of calcium, prostaglan-
dins and oxytocin may be needed to help 
release the egg. Oxytocin and prostaglandin 
F2a help stimulate uterine contraction leading 
to oviposition or egg laying, and prostaglandin 
E helps relax the utero-vaginal sphincter and 
vagina. However, the egg may need to be 
manually expressed or aspirated. In advanced 
cases, the egg may need to be removed surgi-
cally.  

Prevention 

Hormonal treatments and reducing environ-
mental and sexual stimuli can be used to reg-
ulate reproductive cycles and egg laying. It is 
helpful to keep a record of when your hen has 
laid, the condition of the eggs and if any ab-

normal clinical signs are seen. 

Egg-related Peritonitis  

Egg peritonitis occurs when the egg 
fails to go through the infundibu-
lum (see figure A). Failure within 
the female reproductive tract may 
cause the yolk of the egg to lodge 
in the abdomen due to existing 
inflammation, disease or trauma. 
Peritonitis (inflammation of the 
tissue that lines the wall of the 

abdomen and covers the abdominal organs) 
can occur and may become complicated by a 
secondary bacterial infection. It is more com-
monly seen in cockatiels that are highly fertile, 
but can occur in any hen.  

Clinical Signs 

Your veterinarian will require a thorough histo-
ry. In some birds with egg-related peritonitis 
egg production may have suddenly stopped or 
they may lay misshapen eggs.  Birds with the 
condition have gradual onset of lethargy, 
weakness and loss of appetite. In advanced 
cases abdominal distension, weight loss and 
breathing difficulties may be apparent . 

Diagnosis 

Blood tests will help the veterinarian gain a 
better understanding of the severity of the 
condition. Many birds will also be hypo-
calcemic (low levels of blood calcium) due to 
calcium usage in chronic egg laying or malnu-
trition. An abdominal radiograph and ultra-
sound will help in assessing if there is fluid in 
the abdomen. Fluid from the abdomen can be 
collected with a needle to determine if infec-
tion is present.  

Treatment 

The fluid collected in the abdomen can be aspi-
rated with a needle to provide relief and re-
duce breathing issues. Treatment of egg peri-
tonitis varies with the type and severity of the 
symptoms and aims to treat the underlying 
cause. If infection is present antibiotics will 
likely be prescribed by your veterinarian.  A 
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory may be pre-
scribed for pain relief and to reduce swelling 
and inflammation. As suggested in the intro-
duction, hormonal treatments can be useful 
for halting reproductive activity. Supportive 
care, such as heat and fluid therapy, oxygen 
supplementation and tube feeding may need 
to be provided. Additionally, surgery may be 
needed to flush the abdomen and/or to de-sex 
the bird. 

NEED MORE RINGS? 

If you need more rings as a result of a 

bumper season so far please contact: 

dbingoe@ewc.co.nz  

Figure A 

Dr Hamish 

Baron 

mailto:dbingoe@ewc.co.nz
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Introducing our  Newest Budgie  

Society Judge — Phil Hill: 

Budgerigar Colour  

Breeders Society: 

2015 Show and Seminar 

Date:  23 and 24 May 2015 

Location: Kingsgate Hotel , Hamilton  

Judge and speaker: Mr. Kevin O’Callaghan, 
from  Queensland,  Australia 

Explanation of the New 
Young Bird Classes and 
Other 2015 Changes: 
There is a major change for this upcoming  

Show season in the form of the change from 

showing CYCR *Current Year, Current Ring+

birds to now showing these birds and the pre-

vious year’s birds as YOUNG BIRDS *YB+ What 

this means is that, in this new class, the 

YOUNG BIRD classes are open to all owner 

bred and rung birds from the last two (2) ring 

issue years. For this year it will mean that, 

breeders of budgies only, can show both black 

and red rings, ie. 2013 and 2014 birds in the 

Young Bird Classes. The new Budgerigar Clas-

ses will appear in a new initiative in the form of 

the “Budgerigar Society Year Booklet” for all 

members to see and to have on hand as they 

prepare their Show teams. Please have a good 

look at this change as well as to the second 

major change which involves the changes to 

the Spangle classes. Please see p. 3 for a copy 

of all the Classes for you to see how these will 

impact you and your plans for the 2015 Show 

season. If you are a Novice please talk to 

Champion breeders who know and understand 

these changes and, if in doubt, please contact 

a member of your Council to get an accurate 

understanding of the rules. 

The final change voted on by the members at 

the BSNZ AGM, and then by Federation dele-

gates at the Federation AGM was the change 

to the Novice situation at Shows. What the 

new rule means is that Novices may only ex-

hibit birds that they have bred themselves. 

This will mean that all Novices will be com-

peting in Shows on a level playing field. Thus, 

we will not have Novices moving too quickly to 

Champion status through showing birds that 

they have bought from Champion breeders 

and thus earned points that are not actually 

reflective of the growth and development of 

their own stud. This ruling may mean that 

some of our brand new breeders will have to 

abstain from showing their bought in stock for 

this year, and then be ready with their 2015 

rung birds in the 2016 Show season. It will be a 

wonderful opportunity to get their aviaries up 

and running well and their breeding pro-

grammes humming BEFORE engaging in the 

exhibiting aspect of the hobby!   

It will be interesting to hear feedback on how it 

all goes for all members in 2015. 

It is most pleasing to report that another of our judges 

in training has completed the paper work and neces-

sary assessments to become a Budgerigar Society (BS) 

Judge. Phil has now entered a probationary period 

where he will continue to learn from others and devel-

op his skills as a judge. As one part of this exercise, and 

as part of a new initiative to encourage judges from 

the South Island to judge in the North Island and North 

Island in the South, Phil will be invited to judge at the 

Dunedin  Show next year. This will further hone his 

skills and allow him access to birds that are different 

from the ones known to him from his judging assign-

ments in the North Island. 

Phil began breeding budgies in 1984 and he bred for a 

period of 10 years before moving away to Taranaki. He 

began again in 2004 and has been breeding and show-

ing birds since then. Phil is very proud of the fact that 

in his pursuit of Champion status, back in the early 

days of breeding and exhibiting, he did not bench a 

single bird that he had not bred himself. For this rea-

son alone, he is pleased to see the new rule that 

comes into effect in this 2015 Show season, that re-

quires Novice breeders to bench only birds that they 

have bred themselves. He believes that it is important 

for all Novices to get a good grounding in breeding 

their own chicks before getting into the showing side 

of the hobby and is pleased that this is the way he 

achieved Champion status.  

Right from the outset Phil was interested in the judg-

ing side of the hobby as he quickly realised that he had 

an eye for a good bird and for the important charac-

teristics that each variety should exhibit. Even as a 

young breeder he became involved in Stewarding at 

his local Shows and he worked towards attaining his 

Stewarding qualifications before then beginning his 

judge training. He trained under Jason Walker and 

Brian Townsend, two judges who no longer judge in 

the New Zealand Show scene, and acknowledges their 

support and excellent skills that helped him towards 

the level of competency he has now achieved.  

Phil has aspirations to, one day, judge at a National 

Show and also to keep learning from others. He 

would also like to be able to give back to the hob-

by by helping others along the way. He believes 

that although the new Young Bird Class is the right 

way to go for the hobby overall, he perceives that 

there could be some teething problems for Clubs 

and perhaps, for judges, as they manage the pro-

cess for this first Show season. 

In terms of his own breeding programme Phil has 

bred fewer birds of his own this year with just 25 

new chicks, but he is very pleased with the quality 

he has been able to get from his pairs. He starts to 

pair up on June 26 each year so that his first chicks 

are rung as close to August 1 as is possible! He has 

a strong belief that if he is to get the absolute best 

looking birds on the Show bench breeders have to 

provide high levels of protein and to this end he 

includes liver powder as a part of the balanced 

diet offered in his aviary. He believes that this 

supports healthy feather growth in his birds. 

On behalf of the membership of the Council we 

congratulate Phil on his elevation to Budgerigar 

Society Judge and wish him well with his judging 

appointments. 
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It’s the start of another year and I thought I would take this opportunity to highlight some of the work we have been doing on the     Budgerigar Society 

website.  New Pages that seem popular are the: 

*  International articles 

*  Show standards and 

*  Videos 

On average the Budgerigar Society website gets 79 hits per day and in January we broke the all time monthly record of 2,306 visitors for the month. As 

you can see from the charts below the website has been steadily growing over the last number of months with January being a bumper month for    

visitors.  (Close to 400 hits per day on 20th & 21st of Jan 2015) 

 

 

We are continuing to add new content all of the time. However, if there is something you would like to see please feel free to contact me directly with 

any suggestions or recommendations at steve.nzbs@gmail.com  (Steve Macher – BS Council Webmaster) 

mailto:steve.nzbs@gmail.com
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As the hot sun of summer recedes into the 
cooler days of autumn it is a perfect time to 
pull out the show cages, dust them off and 
check them for chips and the paint job. If it is 
time to provide your show cages with a shiny 
new paint job these few tips will help!   

 The inside is to be finished in white oil 
based enamel high gloss, or two-pot 
marine paint. The outside and top of 
the front rail is painted with black, but 
enamel as described for white.  

 Only perches should be visible inside 
cage.  

 No name or distinguishing mark to be 
visible from the front.  

 The standard clear round drinker, avail-
able from the Society, is to be attached 
to the inside of the cage between the 
third and fourth wire from the door 
end, immediately above the cross bar. 

 Drinkers are required to be filled at 
benching. No other types of drinkers 
are permitted on cages until after   
judging is completed.  

Autumn Show Cage Preparation 
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